Penn Pied Piper Plays Laureate
It’s been such an exciting week in the Climate Comedy Club that many may have missed
the important news items going on at the other Circus-and-Bread Entertainment Complex
venues. There’s the mock drama posing as a presidential election, as described in “RiceA-Romney…that MUST have Zombie Treat”….with the shocking truth that neither
potential Puppet in Chief wants to play with the clima-clowns on this round.
Instead, the former pro-climate Save-Humanity-by-Hyperbole Party candidate has been
advocating that women ‘vote like their private parts depended on it’, which brings up
some interesting mental images as one approaches the polls. Outspoken sock puppet for
this controversial issue, renowned contraceptionist, Sandra “Fluffy” Fluke recently staged
a save our condoms rally.
Fluffy managed to gather the ten remaining sexually-active, non-menopausal,
heterosexual women still left in the Hyperbole Party into a Jiffy Mart parking lot for a
group photo. To capture the 18 – 22 female demographic that may have been in junior
high for the last ballot, Hyperbole Party hack, Lena “Pander” Dunham produced a
panting simulation of the cherry popping effect of pulling Barry’s lever.
Sadly, the SHH Party was been fully engaged in a wonderful ‘frame the First
Amendment for mob violence’ script, when things went suddenly off-script. Faced with
yet another, massive, gunrunning operation gone wrong, the SHH hacks hacked the
Truth. The CIA was holding a recycle your AK-47 Jamboree when somebody spotted a
cell phone video on the internet, excitable fanatics then ditched the planned rotten tomato
throw, and instead, used REAL mortars and RPG’s…..[wink, wink].
There’s no comedy in incompetence that caused casualties, and there is no acceptable
apology for the lies and gaffs our leaders delivered to the families of the fallen. It is not
hyperbole to demand that this cabal of defective mental mind-set elites who see, then
structures reality for self profit, leading to infinite destruction, be removed from power.
Enough of politics and world events, it’s now off to this week’s Climate Comedy events.
Mann, the Pied Piper of Penn, went off, half-cocked again, this time filing suit against
master wordsmith Marc Steyn, for some slight about Penn crimes. Mann’s big oil and
tobacco based legal team did a superb job of judicial rigging by filing in a DC court, and
by lucky coincidence, got a green judge, literally Judge Natalie “Greenie” CombsGreene. This black robed eco-zealot has a questionable record of impartiality and will be
accompanied by a pre-rigged jury of DC eco-zealot government employees.
Damaging this case is the hilarious subject of this newsletter, which involves the Pied
Piper and a bogus Peace Prize, but first some other Climate Comedy news. Perhaps with
the hopes of saving the Hyperbole Party, the front group, Frontline, henceforth referred
to as Affront-to-mind, or simply Affront, produced a science smear documentary to
assist the POTUS who promised to “restore science to its proper place” into supporting
faux science again.
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In an off-teleprompter moment on the Jay Leno Show, this “smartest ever” POTUS
admitted there was a homework subject or two he couldn’t help his daughters
with….yeah….like anything above seventh grade MATH. This goes a long way into
explaining the nation’s budget and economy problems. And every trained scientist
knows, there is no math more confusing that green math.
Since this fearless leader has the same knowledge of science that we have of his birth,
college, passport and previous work history, he’s earn the title “Blank Slate” Barry. His
current opponent has been firmly on both sides of the issues and rightfully known ad
“Flipper” Mitt. To confront the BS Barry ignorance, the “Affront” effort was to
reintroduce the talking points in a documentary called, “Climate of Doubt” with host,
John “Hockey-bear” Hockenberry.
Centerpiece of this science-free science smear was octogenarian Dr Fred Singer, who was
selected as the voice of deniers. Hockey-bear managed to get Singer on tape singing
about the Freon fraud, the ozone hoax, the acid-rain myth, the second-hand smoke fable
and finally…that CO2 did not control the climate. The white-bearded Singer was the
perfect Santa Clause for LIBERAL ICON DENIAL presents.
To balance this obvious extremist non-warmist, was hot-hyperbole peddler Dr Andrew
“Debateless” Dessler with his plea for a POTUS FOIA pardon. Affront included a short
clip with creationalists, Dr Katharine “Hottie” Hayhoe and Dr E Calvin “Coolin Cal”
Beisner from an upcoming episode of Evangelical Family Feud. Affront accosted other
public enemies, like Heartland Institute and Competitive Enterprise Institute for daring to
challenge the fascist principles of public ownership and public control of everything.
Affront featured a national debut for novice reporter at the National Journal, lovely,
preppy, Smith College English major, Coral “Big Bird” Davenport. Most English majors
have limited math/science skills, so some may wonder how Big Bird jumped from
restaurant reviews to ‘Energy and Environment’ snoop with just a brief stop a Politico.
What can we say other than it is the business of comedy to be absurd ! ! !
Next up at the Climate Comedy Show was the pending doom of Frankenstorm Sandy ! ! !
This now tropical storm threatens to tip a few umbrella tables in Georgetown, so NSA
and FEMA are in full panic mode. Over at Forecast the Facts, better known as
“Fauxcast by Flacks”, the head of hyperbole, Brad “Blowhard” Johnson has been
bloviating on the Earth ending omen that his foretells. It appears that this Halloween
trick or treat may be downgraded to Frankensprinkle Sandy.
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More DC drama unfolded as Senator Inhofe disclosed that the Eco-zealot in Charge of
the EPA, Lisa “Jack-up” Jackson and her team of weasels had been working so hard to
produce new regulations to jack up the cost of every form of energy, that they missed
over a years worth of Congressional oversight reports. Exposing economically
damaging, proposed regulations prior to elections is apparently not provided, or
demanded, in our form of representative government.
Now back to the title and main subject of this newsletter. Pied Piper Mann, in his lawsuit
against Steyn and CEI, declared himself to be a Nobel Prize recipient. Inquiries to the
semi-noble Nobel revealed that the “prize” hanging in the Pied Pipers office was at first
to be a fraud. Nobel then clarified, saying it gave one each to Al “Gore-Leone” Gore, of
Gore-Bull Warming Productions, and one to his sidekick at the IPCC.
That IPCC sidekick is none other than the former railroad engineer and steamy romance
novel writer, Dr Rajendra “Randy” Pachuri. It now appears that Randy was handy in the
mystery Peace Prize photo-shopping spree. Truth is stranger than fiction, and you can’t
make up the rotten facts of our reality. An army of misfit semi-scientists and half-wit
Lilliputians bureaucrats are lashing humanity on our use of energy.
Breaking news is that the Pied Piper is pulling his Nobel posts, along with pulls by Penn
and the greenie flacks at Wiki. The National Science Foundation, or “NSF Affront” is
the rubber stamp front group for the government control faction, and they have a public
policy limiting resume enhancement, as supposedly most universities do. Can you
say….”former professor Mann” ? ? ?
Meanwhile, Circus-and-Bread Productions has completed their domestic-to-neighbor
gunrunning operations and switched to destabilizing every former Middle East
ally/puppet, who are now targeted for overthrow. They have completed the deindustrialization of a once powerful nation and are folding the remaining stage props.
In a world were fewer and fewer things are free, one must enjoy these laughs while we
can. If you do not take these kinds of action by our government seriously, then they will
certainly act to reduce your negative comic feedback. When there is nothing to laugh
about, but you think you can laugh at the feds…then there will certainly be a new Laugh
Tax….Happy Halloween ! ! !
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